Enkom PerMIT - The broadcast
measurement and analysis solution
Enkom is presenting a high-performance solution to analyse your broadcast networks. The Performance Measurement & Investigation Tool for
Digital Broadcasting (PerMIT) is a powerful tool and a complete system
to assist you through any phase of radio network planning, realisation
and maintenance as well as in the quality assurance of your broadcasting
networks.
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PerMIT Measure
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PerMIT Replay

After doing the measurements, measured data can be replayed and
analysed in detail with PerMIT Replay. Measurement data are displayed on a topographic map and in trace charts. Spectrum, constellation, channel impulse response and much more parameters
can be investigated in detail.

PerMIT Export

Create TAB separated files to visualise the measurement with all parameters individually. Import them in any geographic information
system (GIS) such as MapInfo, ArcView or even GoogleEarth.

An insight into PerMIT

Hardware

Enkom - Your reliable Partner

Enkom PerMIT is hardware independent. We recom-
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the strategy to the continuous optimization of your
ICT solutions during operations. In us, you benefit
from a partner who provides you with comprehensive support in all the life-cycle phases of your solution,
from advice concerning planning to implementation
and operational/maintenance services. As a full-service provider, we provide one-stop interdisciplinary
competencies.
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